No one compares to us with snow in the air, we have the best snow machine gear with the experience and knowledge to make a blizzard in any location.

Snow on the ground is a combination of faux snow products, snowcel spraying gear, technique and labor. Since we pull labor from Florida and Alabama Travel and arrangements have to be considered.

The budget
The main factors that affect price are the area to be covered, the depth of snow required, the number of shoot days and the distance to travel. Reduce any of these and you reduce the cost of the snow effects proportionally.

Your area may require more product, a boom lift, dumpster, water truck, electric gen or more labor.

A Price Guideline

**Snowcel Starts at 10,000 - 25,000.00**

Snowcel snowbase sprayed over dirt, snow blankets, streets
A 10,000 shoot can cover 800 sq yards of Snowcel which is sprayed with a light 1/4 inch coat on streets to make a white out.

A Terram covered with snowcel is a 10,000.00 job here

dirt to be covered with snowcel for snow piles.
Snow blankets covered with snowcel 11,000.00

Snow Blankets, Faux Snow, Foam Snow Starts at 5000.00 - 10,000.00
The street was all Faux snow and the house was a one day Atlanta Ga shoot @ 5000.00
snowfoam

This is a 10k shoot in Tennessee with snow machines, snow blankets and foam snow
Faux Snow and snow blankets is a 5000.00-7500.00

Snow blankets and snow foam,
Multiple house adds cost
Clean up we would need a dumpster and a fire dept, not in our costs.